New Officers - TNO still has a few leadership roles to fill. Commanders for WvW and
PvE World Events in particular. We’ve gotten about 7 or so apps that we’ll be reviewing
today. So if you’re one of those applicants, stick around..
http://gw2tno.com/officerapply.php

HoT - So Heart of Thorns expansion… Who’s excited? A game expansion means guild
improvements/changes. We will be tweaking the way some programs work like the
Premium Membership. If we find ways to improve it’s usefulness, we’ll be upping its
requirements: most likely to 10g and 2 week minimal residency. We’ll also be changing
the way Legendary Lotteries work. They’ll be guaranteed legendaries starting next
drawing (not this one) that will be chosen at random for that drawing period. Ticket
costs/limits will remain the same however the winner will no longer be stuck with
precursor choices, but will know what he is buying into. Note as soon as the new
legendaries enter the game, it will enter our legendary lottery. As we learn more about
the expansion, we’ll plan accordingly and continue to tweak programs that work.

HoT Related Guild Events - Taking bids for when the expansion release date is.
Regular members get 1 guess, premium members get 2 guesses. Closest wins. If there
are multiple winners, the prize will be equally dvided amongst the winners. Winners are
declared once the expansion release date is confirmed by ArenaNet. All submissions
will be private until the winner is declared to keep players from using other player
guesses as leverage.

PvP Tournaments - We’ll be starting up guild tournaments again. As MM gets
settled into his new home we’ll start rescheduling these when he is able to. Frequency
will be about once per month.

GW2Shinies In Development - We are looking for more testers to test it out as it
progresses (anyone can apply for it). I’m always looking for more ideas to help improve
the user experience.
http://gw2shinies.com/

